CLL Action Plan to Safely Resume Play.

Accountability.
Board Members, Managers, Coaches, and Umpires will monitor players, parents, spectators for proper
social distancing and enforce as needed.
Before all games, the umpires will take Temps of all participants and themselves. Anyone with a fever will
not be allowed to participate. They will then ask if anyone has had the following symptoms. Chills, muscle
pain, headache, loss of taste or smell, sore throat, fever, or diarrhea.
CLL Has purchased 6 digital thermometers to be kept at the required fields.

Social Distancing.
All games and practices will take place on Henderson, Lindquist, Barreau, WIS North and South fields so
the league can have greater control of the flow of games and practices.
Players will be required to maintain a 6-foot separation in the dugouts, and we will limit the number of
players in the dugout to 4. Remaining players will wait outside the dugout with helmets on spaced 6 feet
apart. There will be 1 coach in the dugout and 1 outside.
During practices we will keep any close instructional groups under 4
Score booths will limited to 2 adults wearing masks.
1 umpire per game behind the pitcher.
There will be no delays for lightning or rain. Game will be postponed and made up at a later time.

Hygiene
CLL has secured multiple hand sanitizer stations from A Royal Flush to be placed at any filed that we will
be using. They will be placed inside each dugout. These units will be refilled on a regular basis by A Royal
Flush.
All participants will be reminded to sanitize or wash their hands often
Any restrooms maintained by CLL will receive additional regular cleaning.
CLL will not operate our concessions this season to minimize crowds and possibility of exposure.

CLL will require all player not in the field of play to wear a mask. CLL is trying to source masks for any
player that forgets theirs.
CLL Will issue additional catchers gear so there will be no borrowing of gear.
Any player that does not have a helmet will be given one for the duration of the season.

Signage
CLL Will post signs showing proper hand washing and sanitizing, and our guidelines for social distancing.
These signs will be in all dugouts, restrooms, and field fences.
On fields that have PA systems announcements will be made as a reminder.
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“The one constant through all the years, Ray, has been baseball. America has rolled by
like an army of steamrollers. It has been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt, and erased
again. But baseball has marked the time. This field, this game: it's a part of our past,
Ray. It reminds of us of all that once was good, and it could be again. Oh... people will
come Ray. People will most definitely come.”
Terrance Mann-Field of Dreams

